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ŠKODA reveals the first interior sketch of VISION 7S 
Concept Car 
 

› Space for up to seven people and two distinct interior modes  

› Balanced ratio of haptic and digital controls  

› Innovative design language focuses on reduced, simplified and highly practical shapes, 

the ease of use of digital technologies and material sustainability 

 

Mladá Boleslav, 15 July 2022 – ŠKODA AUTO presents another preview of their upcoming 

design language. The first interior sketch of the VISION 7S concept study reveals a spacious 

vehicle with an all-new, versatile interior architecture, offering space for up to seven people. 

Sustainable materials are used to create the minimalist interior. The new design language is 

authentic and offers intuitive control of digital technologies and a high degree of 

functionality. 

 

The all-electric VISION 7S concept car is ŠKODA’s first concept car to feature the manufacturer’s 

new design language. The first sketch has now been released showing inside the vehicle. In 

addition to sustainable materials, the minimalist interior is characterised by generous space for up 

to seven people in three rows of seats as well as ŠKODA’s signature Simply Clever features. 

 

Head of ŠKODA Design, Oliver Stefani, explains: “The new design language is minimalist, 

functional and authentic. In the future, we will continue to focus on ŠKODA’s traditional strengths, 

such as generous space, easy usability and a high degree of functionality. With our new design 

language, we are taking the next step and placing even greater emphasis on the customer 

experience. The great creativity of our designers and engineers is demonstrated through movable 

interior elements and newly developed Simply Clever features such as an integrated child seat. The 

deliberately minimalist lines also extend the clear exterior design into the interior.” 

 

Innovative detail solutions 

The interior of the new VISION 7S concept car features a symmetrical wrap-around design, plus a 

wide, horizontal dashboard that extends to the doors, enhancing the sense of space. An optimally 

positioned hand rest makes interacting with the touch screen and haptic buttons easy and 

convenient. Haptic controls are also integrated into the redesigned steering wheel. Ambient lighting 

highlights various areas of the interior, including charging status, and provides appropriate lighting 

when getting in and out of the car. The door panels also feature interactive haptic and visual 

elements. The integrated child seat is located in the centre console – the safest place in a vehicle. 

The backrests of the front seats are fitted with holders for multimedia devices for passengers in the 

second and third rows. These also have backpacks integrated into them. 

   

https://skoda-storyboard.com/
https://twitter.com/skodaautonews
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Innovative sliding controls for different modes 

The spacious interior offers two distinct configurations that provide a new spatial experience for 

different situations – driving and relaxing. In driving mode, all the controls are set in their ideal 

positions and the central touchscreen is vertically aligned to display all the relevant information 

while driving. Relax mode can be activated when charging or stopping for a rest; the steering wheel 

and instrument cluster slide forward and the first and second row seats move back for an even 

more relaxed seating position. This option offers passengers maximum space and comfort.  

 

ŠKODA AUTO announced its new design language at this year’s annual press conference in 

March. The new design language is based on traditional brand values such as robustness, 

functionality and authenticity. The upcoming design language is characterised by spaciousness, 

durable and sustainable materials and an aerodynamic, efficient shape. 

 

 

Further information: 

Christian Heubner  Štěpán Řehák 

Head of Product Communications  Spokesperson for Product Communications 
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ŠKODA reveals the first interior sketch of VISION 7S 

Concept Car 

The first interior sketch of the VISION 7S concept study 

reveals a spacious vehicle with an all-new, versatile 

interior architecture, offering space for up to seven 

people.  
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ŠKODA AUTO  
› is successfully steering through the new decade with the NEXT LEVEL – ŠKODA STRATEGY 2030. 
› aims to be one of the five best-selling brands in Europe by 2030 with an attractive line-up in the entry-level segments 

and additional e-models. 
› is emerging as the leading European brand in important growth markets such as India and North Africa. 
› currently offers its customers twelve passenger-car series: the FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and SUPERB as 

well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ, KODIAQ, ENYAQ iV, ENYAQ COUPÉ iV, SLAVIA and KUSHAQ. 
› delivered over 870,000 vehicles to customers around the world in 2021.  
› has been a member of the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful 

vehicle manufacturers in the world.  
› independently manufactures and develops not only vehicles but also components such as engines and 

transmissions in association with the Group. 
› operates at three sites in the Czech Republic; has additional production capacities in China, Russia, Slovakia and 

India primarily through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner.  
› employs 45,000 people globally and is active in over 100 markets. 
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